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Brand New Book. During Prohibition, while Al Capone was rising to worldwide prominence as
Public Enemy Number One, the townspeople of rural Templeton, Iowa population just 428 were
busy with a bootlegging empire of their own. Led by Joe Irlbeck, the whip-smart and gregarious son
of a Bavarian immigrant, the outfit of farmers, small merchants, and even the church monsignor
worked together to create a whiskey so excellent it was ordered by name: Templeton rye. Just as Al
Capone had Eliot Ness, Templeton s bootleggers had as their own enemy a respected Prohibition
agent from the adjacent county named Benjamin Franklin Wilson. Wilson was ardent in his fight
against alcohol, and he chased Irlbeck for over a decade. But Irlbeck was not Capone, and
Templeton would not be ruled by violence like Chicago. Gentlemen Bootleggerstells a never-beforetold tale of ingenuity, bootstrapping, and perseverance in one small town, showcasing a group of
immigrants and first-generation Americans who embraced the ideals of self-reliance, dynamism,
and democratic justice. It relies on previously classified Prohibition Bureau investigation files,
federal court case files, extensive newspaper archive research, and a recently disclosed interview...
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Reviews
This kind of publication is every little thing and taught me to looking ahead of time and a lot more. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ida Her ma n
This is actually the very best publication i have read through till now. It is definitely simplistic but unexpected situations in the 50 % in the pdf. You can
expect to like just how the article writer compose this pdf.
-- Ms. Elinor e Wintheiser
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